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Practical use of servo
hydraulic cushions in
stamping operations
BY ALI FALLAHIAREZOODAR, DARRELL QUANDER JR., PRATIK MEHTA, AND DR. TAYLAN ALTAN

Servo Hydraulic Cushions
When forming without spacers, the BHF
can be controlled during the press stroke
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using a hydraulic cushion. With servo
control, the cushion force can be varied
during the stroke. Thus, the BHF can be
varied to obtain the optimum metal flow
control, based on part geometry and
sheet material thickness and properties.
As an example, the effect of constant
BHF upon part quality and achievable
draw depth is illustrated in Figure 2.
When the BHF, assumed to be constant
throughout the stroke in this example, is
too large, the drawn part will fracture or
tear. When the BHF is too small, wrinkles can occur in the flange and sometimes on the part wall.
Servo hydraulic cushions allow the
operator to change the BHF during the
press stroke, within the limits of the
specific inertia of the hydraulic system.
This level of accuracy is made possible
by the closed-loop control inherent in
servo hydraulic cushion systems. Linear
position, pressure, and temperature are
monitored constantly and fed back to
the controller and servo valve.

Pre-acceleration and
Delayed Return Motion
The cushion can be accelerated in the
direction of the die motion just before
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n deep drawing, with or without
draw beads, the sheet metal blank is
restrained at the periphery of the die
by the blank holder force (BHF). The
relative motion between the punch and
the die forces the metal to flow into the
die cavity (see Figure 1). The quality of
the formed part is determined by the
amount of material drawn into the die
cavity. Excessive metal flow may cause
wrinkling, while insufficient metal flow
will cause excessive thinning and fracture in the drawn part.
Metal flow into the die cavity is controlled primarily by the BHF (see Figure 2). If spacers (distance blocks) are
used between the die and blank holder,
the thickness of the spacers also regulates the material flow. Spacer thickness
generally is adjusted during die tryout,
and this process can require considerable knowledge, experience, and time.
However, Audi developed a laser- and
servomotor-based system that controls
spacer height during production, from
one stroke to the next, to help simplify
this process (see STAMPING Journal®,
May/June 2016, p. 16).
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the die hits the blank (see Figure 3).
This decreases the relative velocity
between the die and the blank holder,
eliminating sudden shock on the press,
tooling, and blank and reducing press
maintenance and lubrication problems.
After forming, the return motion of
the die cushion can be delayed at bottom dead center to prevent back-to-back
contact of the blank holder with the
formed part (see Figure 3).

Reducing Wrinkles and
Thinning
When spacers are not used, with a servo
hydraulic cushion the BHF can be varied during the press stroke to obtain the
desired metal flow. It is not easy to select
the BHF curve versus stroke to avoid
part failure because of fracturing or
wrinkling. As seen in Figure 4, it can be
done either from experience during die
tryout or using a computer simulation.
In a study conducted jointly by
the Center for Precision Forming and
HYSON Metal Forming Solutions™, a
stainless steel part was formed successfully in a servo press using BHF that was
variable during the press stroke (see Figure 5).

Forming Exterior
Body Panels
The stretching, and thus strain hardening and dent resistance, of exterior
autobody panels can be improved by
increasing the BHF at the start of deformation (see Figure 6).
Similarly, increasing the BHF toward
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In this deep-drawing tooling, the BHF is
provided by a cushion (no spacers).

This schematic illustrates the effect of BHF on potential failure modes in deep drawing for
given part heights or draw depths.
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Figure 3
Shown here is an example of ram displacement and cushion displacement over crank
angle of a mechanical press with a preaccelerated die cushion (to provide a soft
hit of the die or punch on the sheet blank)
and delayed upward motion to facilitate part
pickup or transfer.

the end of deformation, can reduce
springback and increase the straightness
in the wall of drawn parts.

Increasing Draw Depth
Through BHF Vibrations
Research in drawing using low-frequency BHF vibrations (10 to 50 hertz)
showed that it is possible to reduce thinning and fracturing during deep drawing. Vibrations reduce friction and heat
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In a study conducted jointly by the Center
for Precision Forming and HYSON Metal
Forming Solutions, a stainless steel part
was formed successfully in a servo press
using BHF that was variable during the press
stroke.
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Figure 4
Often it is not easy to select the BHF curve versus stroke to avoid part failure because of
fracturing or wrinkling. It can be done either from experience during die tryout or using a
computer simulation. Graph courtesy of HYSON Metal Forming Solutions.

buildup in the flange, as the blank slides
under BHF and pressure. As a result, the
achievable draw depth can be increased.
The practical application of this technique, however, requires additional
tryouts and experimentation to ensure
that it does not reduce cycle time and
productivity in deep drawing certain
difficult-to-form materials.

Varying BHF Between
Successive Strokes
The mechanical properties of most
advanced high-strength steels (AHSSs)
vary from coil to coil or batch to batch.
When forming without spacers, it is
possible to adjust the BHF using a servo
hydraulic cushion to compensate for
these variations and maintain formed
part quality.

Possible Elimination of
Draw Beads
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Draw beads are used extensively to form
low-strength alloys. In such applications, nitrogen cylinders or air cushions
are used to generate the BHF or the force
applied to the spacers. As the use of
AHSS increases, the shape of the draw
beads is modified to reduce the amount
of strain hardening.
When deep drawing without draw
beads, relatively large BHF or cushion
pressure is required. In some cases, the
use of servo hydraulic cushions may
help to eliminate draw beads and spacers. The result is less trimmed flange, as
well as material savings. S
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Figure 6
Using a large BHF (or servo hydraulic
cushion force) at the start of deformation increases strain hardening and dent resistance
in drawn panels. Because of system inertia,
the actual cushion force does not follow
exactly the prescribed values.
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